They don’t call it the Internet generation without good reason. Students today, in the classroom and out, expect and respond to high-quality digital content - interactive, media rich and accessible anytime, anywhere.

Our digital distribution platform, eMediaVA, raises the bar for online education with award winning content from PBS, NPR, public media organizations across the United States, NASA, the Smithsonian Museums, the National Archives, Colonial Williamsburg and dozens of other outstanding sources.

eMediaVA offers teachers and their students a premier learning resource. More than 100,000 digital learning objects, video, audio, interactive and graphic elements are all correlated to Virginia's Standards of Learning (SOL) and available at no cost to every teacher and student in the Commonwealth.

eMediaVA is full of useful resources, with tools for teachers and students to stream and download media; upload personal creations; create assignments, quizzes and new learning objects; store favorites and playlists; conduct Internet searches by SOL correlation; share ratings; and much, much more.

And eMediaVA’s open source framework, secure LDAP integration and local host options are easy on bandwidth use, helping school divisions control the cost of providing digital content for classroom and home use without adding administrative overhead.

Sign Up Today
www.eMediaVA.org

For more information or to arrange access for your school, email us at contact@emediava.org or call us at 757.889.9365

Here is what Virginia educators are saying about eMediaVA:

“eMediaVA is user friendly and provides clear, concise results.”

“The Search modules are easy to use and don’t require much time to learn or manipulate. It makes the whole process better.”

“The Search by Virginia SOL feature is especially helpful for anyone who is teaching in a new subject area and has not yet mastered what the standards are for their particular subject area.”

“I love the idea of the grade selector. This is a super enhancement for folks teaching TAG or other accelerated content as well as folks instructing remedial or special education classes. It's fast, easy and intuitive.”